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We cosider two transmission boundary - value problems for the time - harmonic Maxwell 

equations without displacement currents. For the first problem we use the continuity of the 

tangential parts of the electric and magnetic fields across material discontinuities as trans- 

mission conditions. In the second case the continuity of the tangential components of the 

electric field E is replaced by the continuity of the normal component of the magnetization 

B = PH. For this problem existence of solutions is already shown in 163. If the domains under 

consideration are not simply connected the solution is not unique. lo this paper, we improve 

,,the regularity results obtained in [6] and then prove existence and uniqueness theorems for 

the first problem by extracting its solution out of the set of all solutions of the second problem. 

Thus we establish a connection between the solutions corresponding to the different trans- 

mission boundary conditions. 

1. Introduction 

A great variety of problems from electrical en- 
gineering can be reduced to a transmission boundary- 
value problem for the time - harmonic Maxwell 
equations : 

Let GE C lR3 be a piece of conductive material 
surrounded by air. In the open complement GL of GE 
a time- harmonic current density ‘j,(x,t) = J,(x) eSiWt 
is given (Fig. 1). We are now interested in the 

currents induced in GE by “j,. 
Fig. 1 

The resulting classical transmission boundary - value problem 

curl HL = J, - iwsL EL 
in GL, 

curl HE = (oE - iosE) EE 
in G E 

&EL = iwuL HL curl EE = iouE HE 
, 
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. HLhX-ELzO($ 
1x1 1x1 

and coefficients 

WZO frequency, 

EL, EE ’ 0 electric permittivity in G L, GE, 

IrL, PE > 0 magnetic permeability in CL, GE, 

2 ’ 0 electric conductivity in GE, 

is well investigated. Under certain regularity assumptions this problem is uniquely 
solvable [S,Sl. 

In connection with devices working at low frequencies, especially power fre- 
quencies, the above equations are usually modified in two different ways. First 
we neglect the displacement currents and modify the radiation conditions to get 

&rlHL= J, 

curl EL = iouL HL 
curlHE= 8EE 

in G L in G E , , 

divEL= 0 
curl EE = ioyE HE 

(1) 

s n.ELds=O, for any connected component q of r= 3GE = dGL, 
5 

HL(xl = o(l), EL(x) = o(l) uniformly for 1 x I -j 03. 

and 
nhHE=nhHL 

nhEE=,nhEL 
on IT. (2) 

In the second case, the transmission boundary conditions (21 are replaced by 

nhHE=nAHL 
on r. 

n*(pEHEI=n.(IrLHLl 

As we will see in this paper, the solutions of Cl),(i) resp. (l),(3) coincide in GE, 
if we require GE to be simply connected. For multiply connected GE, problem (11, (3 1 
possesses a whole hyperplane of solutions, containing the unique solution of (11, (21. 

nAH E =nAH L 

on I=3GE=3GL, 
nAE E =nAE L 

with Silver - Miiller radiatzon condition 

. 

(3) 
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Before \ve start with the main part, we want to give a detailed description of 
the assumptions on the domains GE, GL. 

Let C(G) (Ck(G)) denote the space of continuous (k times continuously 
differentiable > functions on G. 

GE C R3 is an open, bounded domain with C2 boundary. The complement 
,GL= R3 \GE should be connected (GE denotes the closure of GE). GE is the 
union of m connected components Gf , j = 1 , . . . ,m having the topological genus pj. 
The boundaries 5 = 3Gr are closed surfaces, which should be disjoint. Setting 

I’=9 5 we get T=3GE=3GL. I 

The topological genus of GE resp. GL is p = 5 pi. There exist p surfaces 
1-1 

ZECGE resp. .IX\CGL, i=l,...,p, such that GE\()ZE resp. GL\ozk are 
i-l i-l 

simply connected. The boundary curves yk = 3X: and -$ = 321 lie on l? 

Let GE be a torus. In this case we 
have m = p = 1. The surfaces Z:, IX: and 
the curves u:, y; are shown in Fig. 2. 

/ z: Fig. 2 

GE and GL having topological genus p, it is well known [4], that there exist 
p linear independent Neumann fields Z: resp. ZL, i=l ,. . .,p, in GE resp. GL, 
fulfilling 

curlZF= 0, div Zy = 0 in G E , n-Z:=0 on ,F, 

curl z: = 0, div Z: = 0 L in G , n-Z:=0 on lY, 

s T: . Z: dl= 6ij, 
Y; 

s T- Z;dl= 0, 
YE 

s ~5’ Z~dl=8ij, 
YE 

s r.Z;dl=O 
Yk 

and 

z:(x) = O(,$)’ 
uniformly for Ix I + 0~. 
and GL we get 

As a consequence of the regularity assumptions on GE 

.ZF E C?GE) n Coa(cE), ZF- E CaD(GL) n Coa(GL). I 
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Additionally there esist exactly m linear independent Dirrchlet fields Dk, 
k: l,..., m, in G L. m denoting the number of components of GE, with 

Df E Ca3(GL) n Coa(GL), 

curl Dj’ = 0, div D,! = 0, L in G , nhDjL=O on r, 
. 

D: = O(,+,,) uniformly for lx I + 03. 

1 The Dirichlet fields Df can be represented as 

D: = brad qj > 

Aqj = 0 1 in G , qjlq= 6jkj q(x) = o(l) uniformly for 1x1 + co, 

where Tk denotes the boundary of the kth component GE of GE. 

For the prescribed data in (1) we suppose \ 

J, E C’(R3), div J, = 0, supp(J,) c GJ, cJcGL bounded. 

Moreover, we are looking for classical solutions of (1) ,(2) resp. (1) ,(3) satisfying 

HL, EL E &CL) n C(cL), HE, EE E &GE) n C(eE). 

In Chapter 2 we use the following Banach spaces : 

- voam = (coa(r))3, IIaIlva,r=iyy3( IIailloa.r)9 

is the space of Holder continuous vector fields on r. 

. 

~’ c 

- Toa(T)={aE fla(I?In.a=O), IlallTacT= IlaIIvaCr, 

is the space of Hijlder continuous tangential fields on IY. 

is the space of Hijlder continuous tangential fields on r having Hiilder continuous 
surface divergence. 
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The spaces Td oa(lY and Toa together with the nondegenrate biliniearform 

<‘P,(J> = s q(s) (J(S) dstx) 
r 

form a dual system. 

2. U.liqueness and Existence 

To show existence for problem (l),(3) resp. (11, (2) we make use of the following 
three Lemmata : 

Lem?na 1 

Consider J, E C’(lR3), div J, = 0, supp(J,) C GJ. There exists a vector field 

HJ E C’(lR3) such that 

curl HJ = J,, divHJ= 0, J H (x1 = Ot,;,, , ’ 1 uniformly for Ix I + 00. 

J, E C1(lR3 1 has compact support. Therefore Je E Coa(R3) and together with 
some well known regularity results for Newtonian potentials [3 1, we get 

A =&Je(y) O,,(x,y) dy e C2(R3). 

Defining H J as HJ = curl Ae C’(lR3) we see that 

div HJ = 0, curlHJ= curlcurlA= (graddiv- A) A= J,. 

Moreover the components of HJ behave as O(,t,,) uniformly for 1x1 + CO. 
I 

Lemma 2 

Let H E C1(GL) ,-I Coa(cL), H(X) = O(,$ uniformly for Ixl--) co, Satisfying 

div H = 0 in GL. If 

Jn*Hds=O, j=l,..., m 
5 
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for any connected component 5 of r, there exists a field E E C’(GL) n C(G’), 

such that 

curl E = iwpL H, div E = 0 L in G , 

nA E r~Tia(r), 

s n. E ds = 0, j=l ,*-*, m, 
q 
E(x) = O+ uniformly for Ix I + 00. 

1 proof 
(a) In the first step we consider the interior harmonic Neumann problem 

Au=0 E in G , 

d,u= n*H ,on r. 

Since 

S’ n*Hds=O, j=l ,***, m, 
5 

the solvability condition for this boundary - value problem is fulfilled [ll. 
Moreover from 3,u= n. HE Coa(13 we get UE CoatGL) (using an integral 
equation approach, as it was done in [ 11) and therefore u r E Coa(lY. I 

(b 1 Consider 

A(x) = curl, JH(y) 0,,(x,y) dv(y), 
CL 

Qo(x,y) = & A. 

From C71 we get 

A E C1(GL) n C(GL), A(, E coam, 
A(x) = OC&; uniformly for Ix I + 03. 

(cl Define E as 

E(x) = i,uL (A(x)+ B(x)), 

B(x) = curl, Jn(y) u(y) 0a(x,y) ds(y). 
r 

Corresponding to [I], B(x) = O(,$,,) uniformly for lxI+a3, and since by (a) 
u ye coam we get 1 

B E C2(GL) n Coa(cL). 
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But this means 

E E C’(GL) n C(GL), nAE ,ET’~(T), 

E(s) = OC;,. uniformly ‘for 1x1 *a. 

Moreover 

div,(JLH(y) Oo(x,y) dv(y) + St-t(y) u(y) 0,o(x,y) ds(y)) 
r 

= - JH(y) . gradyOo(x,y) dv(y) - su(y) n(y) * gradyOo(x,y) ds(y) 
CL r 

= - Jdivy(H(y) 00Cx,y)) dv(y) - su(y) 3,Y00(~,y) ds(y) 
CL I- 

= Jn(y) + H(y) 00(x,y) ds(y) - su(y) 3,Y0,0(~,y) ds(y) 
r r 

= s (&p(y) Oo(x,y) - u(y) d,yOo(x,y)) ds(y) 
r 

=0 for x6GL 

due to the iepresentation theorem for harmonic functionk. Therefore 

curl E(x) 
- 

= iwpL curl, curl,( JH(y) 00(x,y) dv(y) + Jn(y) u(y) 00(x,y) ds(y)) 
CL r 

= iopL (grad, div, - AX) (JH(y) Oo(x,y) dv(y) + Jn(y) u(y) Oo(x,y) ds(y)) 
CL r 

= - iopLA,lLH(y) 00(x,y) dv(y) 

= iwpL H(x), L XEG. 

(d) E is defined as 

E(x) = iwpL curl,(~LH(y) 00(x,y) dv(y) + Jn(y) u(y) ipo(x,y) ds(y)), 
r 

so the divergence of E vanishes. Since 5, j = 1,. . . , m, are closed surfaces we get 

s wELds=O. 
q 

(e) From (cl we know that no E E Toa( According to [l] there holds 

Div(n~E)=-n~curlE~~=-ioyLn~H~r~Coa(r). 

Therefore n A E E Tia(T). n 
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Lemma 3 

The boundary - value problem 

FE C’(GL) I-I C(cL), curl FE C(cL), F(x) = o(l) uniformly for IxI* a3, 

curlF= 0, div F = 0 in G L , (4) 

. 
nhF=ceT~a(I’) on r, s n(y) . F(y) ds(y) = 0, j=l ,..., m, 

? 

is uniquely solvable if and only if 

Div c = 0, .I- c(y) * Z;(y) ds(y) = 0, i = l,...,p. (5) 
I- 

(a) Uniqueness 

Setting c = 0 in (41, the field F becomes a Dirichlet field in GL. This means 

F=Fa.D& 
j., J J ’ 

CXj E @, j= l,...,m. 

Using the representation 

D:=grad qj, 

AQj = 0 in G L , ‘jIqz8jkj (9(X) = o(l) uniformly for [xl+ a3, 

and defining BR and CR as BR := {X~XEIR~, Ixl<R}, GR=GLnBR, we get 

sn. D: ds =sn - D: vk ds = lim ( 

r, r 
sn * D: pk ds -G~RdivlD~ qk) dv) 

R+co err 

=- 
s 
CL 

D:. 6; dv. 

where Tjik is the complex conjugate of Qk. Therefore 

+ O=k~,akSn’Fds=-~~j~aj D:) (kf,X@k) dv=-JLIF12dv. I 
r, 

I . 
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(b) Existence 

” 3 ” 

Let F be a solution of (4). According to cl1 

,Divc=Div(nhF)=-n*rotFIr-=O 

and 

SC* Z:ds=J( nh F)+Zkds=Jn*(FA Zt) ds 
r r l- 

= lim ( sn * (FA Zk) ds -iKdiv(F A 
R+OD aBR 

=- 
s 

(curl F . Z; - F . curl Z\) ds 
CL 

= 0, 

we have 

Zk) ds ) 

where B R and GR are defined in the same way as in (a). 

” e ” 

This direction is shown by using an integral equation approach. The corre- 
sponding ansatz for F is 

F(x) = curl, Ja(y) 0,0(x,y) ds(y), 
r 

a E Taoa( Div a = 0. 

@,,(X,Y) = & &j, (6) 

We immediately get Cl] 

FE C’?GL) I-I Coa(cL) > 

div F =-0 L in G , 

F(x) = o(l) uniformly for Ix I + 03. 

Moreover 

curl F = curl, curl, Ja(y) 0,0(x,y) ds(y) = (grad, divx - B,)Ja(y) cDo(x,y) ds(y) 
r r 

Cl1 = grad, s( Div a) (y) Q)o(x,y) ds(y) 
r 

=0 

in GL. Using the jump conditions for single and double layer potentials Cl], 
the boundary condition n A F = c may be written as 

c(x) = n(x) A J cu.rl,(a(y) @oOx,yY) dsty) + + a(x), XC r. 
r 
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Defining the integral operator MO as 

(MO al(s) = 3 n(s) hJcurlX(a(yl @o(s,yll ds(y1, 
l- 

XC r 

our boundary - value problem (41 is reduced to the boundary integral equation 

(I+ Ma1 a= 2c. (7) 

According to [2] MO ‘is compact in Tia(13. Moreover, 

Mb : Toa + ToaWl, Mba=nA(Mg(nhal) 

is compact in Toa and is the adjoint operator of MO with respect to the 
dual system (T:“(I) , Toa , < ., . ~1. For the nullspace of I + Mb we have [ 1 I 

N(I+Mbl=span{vl v=ZFl,, i=I,...,p}. 

Now the Fredholm alternative guarantees the solvability of (71 if 

O=<c,Z$=Jc*Zfds, i= 1 ,..., P- 
r 

By (51, this is true for any c we consider. 

Now it remains to be shown that for any solution a of (71 the surface 
divergence Div a vanishes, provided Div c = 0. Otherwise the equation rot F = 0 
is not necessarily fulfilled for F defined through (61. Using the identity 
curl curl = grad div - A we deduce 

O=Divc=Div((nAF1lrl)=-n.curlFIr 

= - n * (curl, curl, Ja(yl (90(x,yl ds(yl)l r 
r 

=- n. (grad, SC Div al (yl @e(x,yl ds(y1) 1 r. 
l- 

With the help of the jump conditions for the derivatives of harmonic single 
layer potentials we get 

s (Diva)(y) 3,XQ~(x,y1 ds(yl - 3 (Diva) ix) = 0, 
r 

x E r, 

resp. 

(I- Kbl(Diva1 = 0, 

Kb : CoaW + CoaU’l, (KbXl(xl= 2sX(yl 3,,@o(x,yl ds(y1. 
r 

But since for the spectrum of Kb there holds Cl] 

o(K’01 c c-1 , 11, 

we finally have Diva = 0, which completes the proof. I 
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Theorem 1 

For J, E C’(lR3), divJ,= 0, supp(J,J CGJ, cJ CCL bounded, problem (l),(3) is 
solvable. EL is not uniquely determined. 

In the homogeneous case J, = 0 we get exactly p linear independent solutions 
HL, HE, EE, where p denotes the topological genus of GE resp. CL. The different 
solutions are characterized through the circulations 

hf =sr. HL dl, 
y ,’ 

i=l P* 
\ ,*-*, 

Choosing E L in a suitable way, we have nhELlr,n~EE(rETdOa(r). 

Following essentially the lines of 161, we present a modified and extended 
version of the, proof given there. We have to establish the additional regularity 
properties for n A EL 1 r- , n A EE I=, which are not included in 161. 

As was shown in [61, problem (11, (3) has at most one solution HL, HE, EE, 
if the circulations h: are prescribed. EL is not unique, since by adding any non- 
vanishing solution of (4) to EL we get a second vector field, which has all the 
properties we require of EL. 

For existence we consider HJ from Lemma 1 and 

HZ = 2 (h; - h;) Z;, h;=JT.HJdl, i=l >-**> P, 
i-l 

Yk 

where the h\ E @ are the given circulations. Define c and g as 

c= nA (HJ+ HZ)lr, g=n.(vLHJ)Ir-. 

From Lemma 1 and the regularity properties of the Neumann fields Zt we immedi- 
ately get c E Toa( g E Coa(F.). But 

Dive=- n.rot(HJ+ HZ)I,=O 

which means, that c s Tfa(F). Therefore, the following problem is uniquely 
solvable [6] : 

Find fiL E C1(GL) n Coa(cL) , HE, EE E C2(GE) n CoatEEJ, solving 

curl~L= 0 
in G L 

divfiL= 0 
, 

curl HE = oE EE E 

curl EE E E 
inG, 

=iou H 

nhH E 
-nAtiL=C 

n.($HE)-n~(uLfiL)=g 
on r, 
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s r.fiLdl= 0 
y,’ 

fiL(s) = o(l) 

i= 1 ,..*, PI , 

uniformly for Is I + co. 

i 

Since fiL is a harmonic vector field in GL, vanishing at infinity, the field HL, 

given by 

HL=fiL+HJ+HZ, 

has the following properties [41: 

HL E C’(GL) n Coa(cL), 

HL(xJ = O(,$,,), uniformly for Ix I --f 00. 

i” 
, 

Using curl HJ = Je, curl HZ = 0, we get 

curl HL = curl tfiL+ HJ+ HZ) = J, L in G . 

Moreover 
/ E nAH =nh~L+c=nh(~L+HJ+HZ)=nhHL 

on I? 
n.(pEHE)=n*(~LfiL)+g=n.(~L(~L+HJ+HZ))=n*(t.rLHL) 

, 

/ 

. 
:. 

* 

I 

and 

jr - HL dl =sr. tfiL +HJ+HZ)dl=~r.HJdl+h;-h;=h;, ,...,p. i=l 
Y; Yl Yf 

Applying Stokes’ Theorem we conclude 

iouL jn. HLds = iwpEfn * HEds = pEJn * curl EEds = 0, j=l 9***, m, 
rj 5 5 

because I$ j= l,..., m are closed surfaces. But now Lemma 2 guarantees the 

existence of EL E C1(GL) n C(cL) satisfying 

curlEL=iqrLH~ div EL = 0 in GL, 

nA ELI.~T~a(17, 

s n*ELds=O, j- l,...,m, \ 

? 
EL(x) = OC$, uniformly for 1x1 -)a. 

Therefore HL, EL, HE, EE solve (l),(3) with prescribed circulations hk for HL. 
As we mentioned at the beginning of the proof, the three vector fields HL, HE, 
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EE are unique for every choice of circulations hk. This shows, that the homo- 
geneous problem possesses a p - dimensional hyperplane of solutions HL, HE, EE. 

From the construction of EL resp. EE we conclude 

:  l 

,  

nAE L 
I r E T;a(L-), nA EElr~Toa(P). 

and 

j. . 
/ 

Div(nhEE)=-n*curlEElr=-iwn.(~EHE)Ir E Coa(P) 

so that 

nA ELI=, nA EElr~Tia(T). n 

To obtain similar results for problem (11, (21, we proceed in four steps : 

(i) Any solution of (l),(2) solves (l),(3). 

(ii) We show, that problem (l),(2) has at most one solution. Please note, that in 
this case EL is unique. 

(iii) GE,GL simply connected 

We consider a solution of (l),(3). According to Theorem 1, HL, HE,EE are in 
contrast to EL uniquely determined. With the help of Lemma 3, we are now 
able to choose EL in such a way, that (l),(2) are fulfilled. 

(iv) GE,GL multiply connected 

Considering again solutions of (11, (31, we have now ( besides the nonuniqueness 
of EL) additional degrees of freedom, caused by the nontrivial solutions of 
the homogeneous problem mentioned in Theorem 1. Proceeding in the same way 
as in (iii), these degrees of freedom are compensated by the now restrictive 
solvability condition (5) of problem (4). Thus we are able to construct a 
suitable field EL, so that (2) holds. 

The steps (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the following two lemmata. 
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Lemma 4 

Any solution of (l),(Z) also solves (l),(3). 

Consider a solution HL,EL,HE,EE of (l),(2). For any surface element SC lY 
we get 

io n*(pEHE- s pL HL) ds =sn * curl (EE - EL) ds = Jr * (EE - EL) dl = 0. 
S S 3s 

Since S was arbitrary and the normal components of HL and HE are continuous 
on r, we get 

n * (pE HE - pL HL) = 0 onr. n 

Lemmg 5 

(l),(2) has at most one solution HL,EL,HE,EE. 

Let HL,EL,HE,EE be a solution of the homogeneous problem (l),(2). Using the 
transmission condition (21, we have 

s n * CiL A EL) ds =sn. (GE A EE) ds. (8) 
I- r 

Applying the Gaussian theorem to the right hand side we deduce 

s n * (HE A EE) ds =J(oE EE. EE - iouE HE. HEI dv (9) 
I- CE 

Let us now consider GR= GLn BR, BR:={xIx~lR3,,lxJ~R}. For large enough R, 
we get by using again the Gaussian theorem 

,ilb ,$ - (gL A EL) ds -b - (EL A EL) ds =al~* CfiL A EL) ds = - iokL&HL * fiL dv, 

n’ being the outer normal to GR.. 
Together with (8) and (9) this means 

- iwpL ~HL.~Lds+~~oEEE.EE-io(lEHE.i?Eldv=~,$,*(fiL~EL)ds. (10) 
~ CR BBR 

For HL we have 

curl HL = 0, divHL= 0 L in G , HL(x) = o(l) uniformly for 1x1-+ 43. 
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Therefore HL is a harmonic vectorfield in GL tending to 0 for 1 x I+ 03 and thus [41 

HL(x) = O(,;,J, uniformly for Ix I + co. 

From EL(x) = o(l) uniformly for 1x1 +a3 we get 

I ,$, - &IL A ELII = o(;J uniformly on 3 BR for R + CO 

and 

s ,+, - (EL A EL) ds = o(l) ’ ’ for R+co. 4 
3BR 

Taking the limit R + 00, equation (10) yields 

csElsEE. EE dv - iw (t.r”,sE,’ * HE dv + u’,sLH’. EL dv) = 0. 

Since o ,oE, uL,uE are real and positive constants, we conclude 

HL= 0, EE= 0, HE= 0 

and therefore 

curl EL= 0, divEL= 0 L in G , EL = o(l) uniformly for 1x1 +a, 

nhEL=O on lY, s n*ELds=O, j = l,...,m, 
q 

so that EL is a solution of the homogeneous problem (4). According to Lemma 3, 
EL vanishes in GL. n 

l7leomm 2 

Let GL, GE be simply connected. Then (11, (2) possesses a unique solution. 
Moreover (11, (3) is solvable with HL, HE, EE uniquely determined. The fields 
HL, HE, EE of both solutions coincide. 

Theorem 1 states the solvability of (11, (3 1 together with 

nhELlr, nhEElrET~a(II 

and the required uniqueness. Setting 

c=nhEE - n A EL E Tia(17 
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we get 

* 
’ I 

Divc=Div(n*(EE-EL))=-n.curl(EE-EL)lr=-ic.,n.((1EHE-~LHL)lr=O 

and therefore, by Lemma 3, the boundary- value problem 

FE C’(GL) n C(eL), curl FE C(cL), F(x) = o(l) uniformly for 1x1 --j co, 

curlF= 0, div F = 0 L in G , 

;.: . 

I 

nhF=cETia(17 on r, s n(y) . F(y) ds(y) = 0, j=l ,..., m, 
q 

is uniquely solvable. 
Defining EL by EL= EL + F, the fields HL, zL,HE, EE solve (l), (2). According 

to Lemma 5, the solution is unique. The fields HL, HE, EE remained unaltered. 
n 

meore?n 3 

Let GL, GE be multiply connected with topological genus p. Then (l), (2) is 
uniquely solvable. Moreover there exists a unique choice of circulations hk for 
problem (11, ( 3)) such that the fields HL, HE, EE of the corresponding solution 
of (l), (3) are the same as those obtained from (l),(2). 

Denote by Hb, Ek, HF, EF a solution of (l), (3) with homogeneous circulations 
hki=O, i=l ,..., p. Let Hf;,Ef;,HE,EE, k=l , . . . ,p, be nontrivial solutions of the 
homogeneous problem (l), (3) (J, = 0) with circulations hti = Ski, i,k= l,...,p. 
According to Theorem 1, the set of all solutions HL, gL, HE, EE of (l), (3) can be 
characterized by 

HL=H;+Eh\H; 
k-l 

hkE @, k= l,..., p, (11) 

EE= E;+ki,h;E: 
. 

. 
resp. 

. 
EL= Ek+k$,h\E: 

EL=~L+F 9 
(la 

where the (smooth enough) field F represents the additional degree of freedom for 
the electric fields in GL, which is caused by the nonuniqueness mentioned in 
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: . 

* 

Theorem 1. Due to the special choice of circulations for Hk and Hk the coefficients 
h\ are the circulations of HL along yk. 

From Lemma 4 we know, that any solution of (1)) (2) automatically solves (11, (3). 
Therefore, if there exists a solution of (11, (2)) it can be written in the form 
,(ll), (12), for some fixed h\ E @ and fixed F. 

For the existence proof we use (ll), (121, determine the coefficients hk and 
modify EL by F, so that the transmission condition for the tangential components 
of EL, EE holds. 

To correct EL . m this way, F has to be a solution of the boundary - value 
problem (4) with boundary - value c = n A EE -no EL~T~a(I’3. But this problem is 
solvable if and only if 

Div c = 0, s c(y) . Z:(y) ds(y) = 0, j=l ,..., p. 
r 

c automatically satisfies the first condition, because H L, EL, HE, EE are solutions 

of (l), (3) and 

From the second condition, we get 

0 =Jc*Zids =J(nh(EE-EL))*Zfds 
I- I- 

= s(n A (EF - Ek)) * Zf ds + $,h\ s(n A (EF - Ef;)) * Zf ds 
I- . r 

which is a system of linear equations for the coefficients hk of the form 

Ah= b, (13) 

A= (ajk), 

h = (h:), 

ajk = s(n A (EE - Ek)) * Zf ds, 
r 

j,k= l,..., p, 

k= l,..., p, 

b= (bj 1, bj = -s(n A (EE - E,L)) * Z: ds 
r 

* 

Therefore, the boundary - value problem (4) for F is solvable, if and only if (13) 
possesses a solution. This is obviously true, if A is a nonsingular matrix. 

To show this, suppose that Ah= 0. By definition of Hi, Ei,HE, EE, 

. 
fiL=ihkHf;, p L L ’ L E 

k-l 
kL=kz,hk Ek, I GE =kZ,hkHk, I 

’ L E 
kE=kZ,hkEk, I 

solve the homogeneous problem (l), (3) with circulations 

.I- r+iL dl= hk. 
7:: 
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and Ah = 0 is equivalent to 

s (n A (kE - EL)). Zt ds = 0, j= l,...,p. 
I- 

l 

Therefore, the boundary- value problem (41 with c = n A EE - n A CL E Tia(Tl, has 
a unique solution 6 and fiL, kL + 6, frE , kE solve the homogeneous problem (11, (21. 
Lemma 5 states the uniqueness of (11, (21, so that tiL = 0 and 

c hb = s tr.H AL dl=O. 
Yk 

Thus A is injective and (131 is uniquely solvable for all right hand sides b. 
Let h now be the unique solution of (131. Defining HL, EL, HE, EE by using h 

in (111, (121, we get the existence of the auxiliary field F, which is needed to 
correct EL. Now HL,EL=EL+F,HE , EE solve (11, (2). The uniqueness of this 
solution was already shown in Lemma 5. n 

CmcZusion 

In the simply connected case, the induced fields in GE are the same for both 
transmission boundary- value problems (11, (21 and (11, (31. 

For multiply connected domains GL , GE there exists exactly one choice of 
circulations 

hk =s~ .HL dl 

for the solutions of (11, (3 1 so that the induced fields in GE coincide with those 
of (11, (21, which are unique. 

This is a’ direct consequence of the last two theorems. I 

* 

. . 
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